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The paper proposes a methodology to obtain vehicle trajectory
data from videos; however, the accuracy may be improved using
both of the following: another technique for coordinate conver-
sion based on homologic transformations, and linear regression
for speed and acceleration of calculation. Some comments on
precision differences and sampling intervals are included in this
discussion.

Coordinate Conversion

As the parameters of the mathematical projection formula for
conversion are very difficult to measure in practice, a simpler
method must be used, but the authors of the discussed paper pro-
pose factors to convert screen space to real space that have some
imprecision. An improved technique using two consecutive ho-
mologic transformations can be adopted that turns the trapezoid
on screen into a rectangle of known size. Thus, selection of ref-
erence points is simplified and calculation precision improved.

For the coordinate conversion using the homologic transfor-
mations, it is necessary to locate enough references to define four
points of the street on the screen, and afterward to determine the
two vanishing points of the perspective �V1 and V2�. Later, from
the known street dimensions �width and length�, the two homo-
logic base lines �BL1 and BL2� and the three homologic diagonals
�HD1, HD2, and HD3� are carried out, as shown in Fig. 1.

The procedure to obtain the real coordinates of a point P in the
screen space is summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 2. The real coor-
dinate x of P will be the distance between points P3 and P4; the
real coordinate y of P will be the distance between points O and
P8.

The required number of reference points diminishes, and a
more precise transformation is also obtained, without a significant
increase of the algorithm complexity, since it is exclusively based
on straight line equations to find intersecting points. If the street
has grade changes, it is necessary to divide the street into several

flat segments, applying the same procedure for each one.
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Fig. 1. Homologic transformations
Table 1. Coordinate Conversion Procedure

Line From To Characteristic

Find
intersection

with

New
defined
point

L1 V2 P BL1 P1

L2 P1 Parallel to BL2 HD2 P2

L3 V1 P2 BL2 P3

L4 P3 Perpendicular to BL2 HD3 P4

L5 V1 P HD1 P5

L6 V2 P5 BL1 P6

L7 P6 Parallel to BL2 HD2 P7

L8 V1 P7 BL2 P8
Fig. 2. Coordinate conversion
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Calculation of Speed and Acceleration

For the speed and acceleration calculation, the following equa-
tions for the derivative calculations are suitable, from the discrete
values of a function, due to the fact that, on having a long inter-
val, it has a better approximation to the real value, as Fig. 3
shows. These equations are equivalent to calculating the slope
with a three point linear regression. The speed can be obtained by
the derivative of the position with respect to time �Eq. �1��. The
acceleration is defined as the time derivative of the speed �Eq.
�2��

f��x� =
f�x + �� − f�x − ��

2�
�1�

f��x� =
f��x + �� − f��x − ��

2�
=

f�x + 2�� − 2f�x� + f�x − 2��
4�2

�2�

In Table 2, the variation of speed and acceleration values be-
tween Fig. 4 from the paper and those calculated using the pro-
posed formulas can be seen. Important differences are observed in
the acceleration values, with a less erratic trend and with varia-
tions of acceleration between successive points lower than
7.33 ft /s2, whereas with the original values, differences of
18.42 ft /s2 are observed.

Precision Differences

Since it is possible to observe these, precision differences in the
calculation of the coordinates have a rate of approximately 7 to 1.
Therefore, several cameras placed at different sites along the
street section may be used for improving accuracy. In that case,
the software should deal with various videos simultaneously.

Sampling Interval

It is important to know the frames-per-second rate of the record-
ing system used, even with digital or analog cameras, to avoid

Fig. 3. Derivative calculation
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introducing error sources. For example, in Europe, where the PAL
system is used, a 0.5-s sampling interval should not be used with
the analog case, since the system records up to 25 frames per
second and there would not be a whole number of pictures in the
interval; therefore, it would be preferable to use an interval of
0.4 s.

Table 2. Speed and Acceleration Values

No.
Time
�s�

Position
�ft�

Mid-
position

�ft�

Original
speed
�ft/s�

Original
acceleration

�ft /s2�

Proposed
speed
�ft/s�

Proposed
acceleration

�ft /s2�

Head vehicle

0 0.00 172.73 0.00

1 0.50 190.27 181.50 35.08 35.72

2 1.00 208.45 199.36 36.36 2.56 33.15 −10.24

3 1.50 223.42 215.94 29.94 −12.84 25.48 −13.85

4 2.00 233.93 228.68 21.02 −17.84 19.30 −9.61

5 2.50 242.72 238.33 17.58 −6.88 15.87 −4.93

6 3.00 249.80 246.26 14.16 −6.84 14.37 −0.75

7 3.50 257.09 253.45 14.58 0.84 15.12 1.61

8 4.00 264.92 261.01 15.66 2.16 15.98

Target vehicle

0 0.00 112.67 0.00

1 0.50 131.15 121.91 36.96 35.23

2 1.00 147.90 139.53 33.50 −6.92 31.84 −5.72

3 1.50 162.99 155.45 30.18 −6.64 29.51 −0.23

4 2.00 177.41 170.20 28.84 −2.68 31.61 7.10

5 2.50 194.60 186.01 34.38 11.08 36.61 5.45

6 3.00 214.02 204.31 38.84 8.92 37.06 −0.83

7 3.50 231.66 222.84 35.28 −7.12 35.78 0.54

8 4.00 249.80 240.73 36.28 2.00 37.60

Lead vehicle

0 0.00 223.42 0.00

1 0.50 246.78 235.10 46.72 44.18

2 1.00 267.60 257.19 41.64 −10.16 40.44 −3.16

3 1.50 287.22 277.41 39.24 −4.80 41.02 0.70

4 2.00 308.62 297.92 42.80 7.12 41.14 −3.27

5 2.50 328.36 318.49 39.48 −6.64 37.75 −5.89

6 3.00 346.37 337.37 36.02 −6.92 35.25 −4.31

7 3.50 363.61 354.99 34.48 −3.08 33.44 −4.24

8 4.00 379.81 371.71 32.40 −4.16 31.01

Lag vehicle

0 0.00 0.40 0.00

1 0.50 23.00 11.70 45.20 45.47

2 1.00 45.87 34.44 45.74 1.08 46.65 2.58

3 1.50 69.65 57.76 47.56 3.64 48.05 4.00

4 2.00 93.92 81.79 48.54 1.96 50.65 2.22

5 2.50 120.30 107.11 52.76 8.44 50.27 −4.71

6 3.00 144.19 132.25 47.78 −9.96 45.94 −7.96

7 3.50 166.24 155.22 44.10 −7.36 42.31 −6.67

8 4.00 186.50 176.37 40.52 −7.16 39.27
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Alfredo García and Mario Romero have proposed a homologic
transformation method in their comments to model the algorithm
for extraction of vehicle trajectory data using four reference
points that are measured in the field. Theoretically, this new ap-
proach is capable of better improving the accuracy of the trajec-
tory data. Reducing the numbers of the field reference points by
this method sounds exciting. Additionally, it becomes easier to
obtain the horizontal and vertical distances between the vehicle
and the origin point simultaneously, i.e., X and Y, as shown in
Fig. 1. However, one minor problem has been identified: L2 in
Fig. 2 should be an extended line with L1 from the vanishing
point V2 and P, rather than a parallel line to BL2. Similarly, line
L7 is an extension of line L6 from the vanishing point V2 con-
necting P5 and P6. This is proved as follows.

If all closed shapes of Fig. 2, as shown in Garcia and Rome-
ro’s description, are spread out or unfolded into a single plane, a
bird’s eye view’ of them can be presented in Fig. 3. The screen
length L� and screen width W� could be calculated in pixel rect-
angular coordinates, which are available in the computer system.
Real field length L and width W of the roadway segment could be

Fig. 1. Homologic transformations based on theory of García and
Romero
JOURNAL O
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measured in the field after the four points ABCO are determined.
Help lines, namely, BL1, BL2, HD1, HD2 and HD3, drawn as
shown in Fig. 3, correspond to those lines in Figs. 1 and 2. As-
suming that a vehicle is instantly positioning at P, the objective of
coordinate conversion is to convert X� and Y� into X and Y given
L and W, as shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, the rectangle ABOC represents the boundary of the
observed roadway segment as displayed in the video. The rect-
angle IJFO represents the boundary of the observed roadway seg-
ment with field measures of real length L and width W. The
rectangle OFGH is the “mirror” of IJFO. Obviously, rectangles
IJFO and OFGH are homologic to ABOC. The rectangle BEFO
has the same field width W as IJFO and the same screen length L�

Fig. 2. Coordinate conversion based on theory of García and Romero
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Fig. 3. Principle of coordinate conversion using homologic transfor-
mation
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as ABOC. The X� of point P is the same as point P2� within
ABCO. To identify the corresponding point of P2� in IJFO, draw
a line crossing point P parallel to BL2 and intersecting HD2 at
P2.

Since the length of BEFO does not present the real field
length, draw a line perpendicular to BL2 and make it intersects
with the line OJ at P4. Then P4 is the point that presents the real
field measure X of the point P2�, or P. To clearly display the
transformation, the mirror of IJFO, i.e., OFGH, is used to reflect
point P4 with the aid of line HD3, as shown in Fig. 3. The
distance between P3 and P4 is X—The real distance between the
observed vehicle and the origin point along the x-axis. Similarly,
Y could be calculated on the same principle. In summary, the field
position of P can be converted from its screen-measured position
as follows:
• Given X�, which is measured by the distance between O and

P1 on screen, the field distance between O and P1 �i.e., X� is
obtained by the distance between P3 and P4, as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3.

• Given Y�, which is measured by the distance between P and
P1 on screen, the field distance between O and P1 �i.e., Y� is
obtained by the distance between O and P8, as shown in Figs.
2 and 3.
Since in reality it is almost impossible to get a bird’s eye view

video like that in Fig. 3, the perspective effect of the video view
is considered. Thus, two vanishing points, V1 and V2, exist and
can be imaged as the crossing points of lines CA and OB and

Table 1. Coordinate Conversion Procedure

Line From To Characteristic

Find
intersection

with

New
defined
point

L1 V2 P BL1 P1

L2 P1 Extends L1 HD2 P2

L3 V1 P2 BL2 P3

L4 P3 Perpendicular to BL2 HD3 P4

L5 V1 P HD1 P5

L6 V2 P5 BL1 P6

L7 P6 Extends L6 HD2 P7

L8 V1 P7 BL2 P8
lines BA and OC, respectively. Line L2 is therefore an extension

152 / JOURNAL OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING © ASCE / MARCH
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of line L1 from the vanishing point V2 connecting P and P1 �Fig.
2�, rather than a parallel line to BL2. Similarly, line L7 is an
extension of line L6 from the vanishing point V2 connecting P5
and P6. Table 1, originally proposed by Garcia and Romero,
shows a summarized procedure of coordinate conversions which
is then modified based on the above proofs.

After careful study of those comments and the mechanism of
the homologic transformation method, the writers imbedded this
method into an algorithm within VEVID and conducted tests
under different geometric conditions. Although the homologic
transformation method is theoretically sound, and if it is success-
fully employed, setting up the reference points in the field would
be simplified, the testing results imply that the method has limi-
tations, and its application should be confined to the following
conditions:
• Level terrain;
• Straight and short road segment; and
• Parallel curbs or edges on both sides of the segment.

In addition, AVI resolution is always a contributing factor to
the errors made by using the homologic transformation method,
especially as the reference points are set up at farther locations.
Far from the reference point, one pixel represents a longer length.
The highest resolution of an AVI file is exported from a DV
camcorder which we have tested is 720�480 with a frame rate of
30 frames per second. With only four reference points are set up
using the homologic transformation method, it is difficult to re-
duce the error near two farther points, where at least a 6 ft error
occurs. Unlike the method of setting up the reference points at a
certain spacing �e.g., 20 ft�, only four points are set in the field by
the homologic transformation method, in which no other refer-
ences can be used to control the error range. Therefore, it is some-
what risky to run if using the homologic transformation method.
To avoid such a risk, the method with rows of reference points at
20 ft spacing was still used in the writers’ recent research on
dilemma zone study.

In the writers’ study, 0.5 s sampling interval was used when
the frame rate was set up at 2 frames per second. As a matter of
fact, the frame rate of 1 to 30 frames per second could be chosen
when digitizing the analog video into AVI files. This could be
done easily by using a video-capture board card. For example, if
the 25 frames per second were determined, the time interval be-

tween frames would be 0.04 s.
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Video-Capture-Based Approach to Extract Multiple Vehicular
Trajectory Data for Traffic Modeling

Heng Wei, P.E.1; Chuen Feng2; Eric Meyer, P.E.3; and Joe Lee4

Abstract: This paper presents a methodology for extracting vehicular trajectory data using a video-capture technique, and d
computer-based tool, Vehicle Video-Capture Data Collector~VEVID!, which was developed to help extract trajectory data from the v
The proposed methodology consists of three basic steps. First, an urban street is videotaped from an elevated position, an
between reference points are measured and input into theVEVID parameters file. Second, a segment of video is digitized into a Vide
Windows~AVI! file at a user-specified frame rate. Third, theAVI file is registered inVEVID, and then, in each frame, the user simply cl
the mouse over a distinguishable point of targeted vehicles. Trajectories are output into a trajectory data file along with speed
tions, and gaps of targeted vehicles. Finally, several types of data extracted fromVEVID that are applicable to microscopic tra
simulation modeling on urban street networks are discussed to show the capabilities of the proposed approach in traffic mod
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Introduction

Advanced Traveler Information Systems~ATIS! and Advance
Traffic Management Systems~ATMS!, two of the primary com
ponents of urban Intelligent Transportation Systems~ITS!, call for
an analytic evaluation which requires a correct representati
dynamic traffic flow phenomena~Mahmassani and Peeta 199!.
These phenomena include lane assignment, car following,
changing, queuing, queue discharging, and congestion bu
and dissipation. The core of a microscopic simulation mod
the lane assignment model, which assigns vehicles dynamica
lanes. As the most important components of a lane assign
model, the lane choice, car following, and lane changing mo
have received considerable research interest. However, litt
search has been undertaken which examines the urban la
signment issue, especially on the observation-based calib
and validation of traffic modes. One main reason lies in the
ficulty to obtain good, simple, and clean data in a cost-effe
way.

A vehicle trajectory describes the vehicle’s path over a pe
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of time. Modeling vehicle travel behaviors with interactions
well as calibration and validation of existing models, such
car-following and lane changing behaviors, relies heavily u
multiple vehicle trajectory data. Other parameters that contr
to microscopic simulation modeling, such as velocity, acce
tion, and headway, can be derived from vehicle trajectory d

In past decades, photography from an elevated position
commonly used for trajectory data collection. This gene
consists of time-lapse photographs taken at speed
10–120 frames/min. Measuring and summarizing data fro
large number of prints is very time intensive. Observations o
long period of time greatly increase the cost of analyzing
storing records. The moving-vehicle~floating-car! method is an
other means of obtaining trajectory data. However, it is difficu
control time measurement when the test car traverses a di
between reference points. Moreover, the moving vehicle me
can deliver only one vehicle’s~the test car’s! trajectory during
each measurement.

Because of the availability and low cost of video equipm
videotaping is becoming more and more practical to use in t
counts~ITE 1999!. Although this procedure requires more equ
ment than manual counts, it requires fewer personnel in the
and videotape can be reviewed more than once, if needed.
ever, additional office-labor is usually required to summarize
from video manually. Using videotape, it is still difficult to ac
rately measure the time taken by each vehicle to traverse a
ber of reference points.

Thanks to the recent availability of low cost and high qua
video-capture cards, and high speed, and capacity persona
puters, it is now feasible to digitize full-motion video at fra
rates of up to 30 frames/s.

Unlike photography, video-capture boards can capture not
still images, such as the windows bitmap format, but also
motion images in formats such as theVideo for Windows, or
Audio Video Interleave (AVI)format. To help extract traffic re
lated data from the digitized video, a computer package, c
Vehicle Video-Capture Data Collector (VEVID), was develope

usingVisual Basic. TheVEVID extracts trajectory data fromAVI
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files that have been digitized from videotape using video-ca
equipment. Much of the labor traditionally required to ext
vehicle trajectory data and to calculate concerned paramete
be eliminated usingVEVID.

This paper presents a methodology that has been develo
extract multiple vehicle trajectory data using video-capture t
nology in conjunction withVEVID. Basic concepts and a
proaches involved in developingVEVID are introduced, includin
some of the technical details which had to be considered, an
operation ofVEVID is briefly described. Finally, major types
data that can be extracted from the trajectory data produce
VEVID are discussed. These types of data may be applicab
microscopic traffic simulation modeling on urban street netw
and other traffic flow studies. The methodology proposed in
paper provides a more efficient tool for performing traffic stud

Video-Capture Technique Used in Data Collection

Structure of Data Collection Using Video-Capture
Technique

Fig. 1 shows the procedure for collecting data using a vi
capture technique. This procedure consists of three basic
First, an urban street is videotaped from an elevated position
distances between reference points are measured. Second
is digitized using video-capture equipment, and a segme
video is exported to anAVI file at a user-specified frame rate~the
default value is 2 frames/s!. Third, the video must be register
in VEVID by developing a database of the reference points
distances between them. Then, in each frame, the user can s
click the mouse over the rear tire~or any distinguishable point! of
targeted vehicles. TheVEVID is designed to create an output d
file that can be imported into common analytical tools suc

Fig. 1. Structure of data collection using video-capture techniq
Microsoft Excelor Microsoft Access.
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Concepts of Video Capture

Hardware
To bring the two worlds of analog video and personal comp
~PCs! together, a hardware device is needed that can captu
video and convert it to a format editable on a PC. Video-cap
boards vary greatly in terms of capabilities and price, so
important to consider the intended use of the video when ch
ing equipment and software. There are two properties of v
capture that are particularly important for the purpose of the
discussed in this paper.
1. The capability to capture full-motion video frames fr

video sources at user-specified frame rates.
2. The ability to export captured video to a format that ca

manipulated within a programming environment such aVi-
sual Basicor C11. Thus, modules for traffic data extract
and analysis can be developed.

Most video-capture boards are designed to be able to create
tal full-motion files, such asAVI files, from analog video at use
specified frame rates. A frame rate of 2 frames/s or more is
erally required for collecting data to be used in microscopic tr
modeling.

Video Formats
The AVI is the most common format for audio/video data in
PC environment. It is a special case of the Resource Interch
File Format with uncompressed video~color format!. Video-
capture software provides the ability to select color formats
uncompressedAVI video, such as RGB15 or YUV9~high color
16-bit in Window 98or higher!. Only some color formats, such
YUV9 at the time of the authors’ study, are editable~e.g., alpha
betic and graphical objects can be added, and coordinate inf
tion can be extracted from individual frames! within a program
ming environment such asVisual Basic. With the rapid
development of computer technology, however, more choic
editable color formats are expected to be available in the
future.

Video Signal Standards
Most video-capture cards have a composite video connector
S-Video connector or both. Composite video signals are an
signals that combine luminance and chrominance~color! informa-
tion in a single analog signal that can be transmitted over a s
wire or stored in a single track on analog magnetic tape
example of composite video signals is the NTSC video sig
that are commonly used by commercial television sets in
United States and Japan. Composite video is particularly pro
errors in reproducing exact colors due to the overlap of the
and luminance signals. Video professionals jokingly refe
NTSC as “Never The Same Color”~McGowan 2004!.

S-Video signals separate the luminance and chrominanc
formation into two separate analog signals that can be transm
over two separate wires or stored in two separate tracks o
analog tape. In general, S-Video is superior to composite vid
reproducing colors correctly. Ordinary VHS videotape uses c
posite NTSC signals and the S-VHS and Hi8 video tape stan
use S-Video. Thus, an S-VHS or Hi8 video camera with S-V
output to provide the analog video signal to the S-Video inpu
a PC video-capture card generally provides better video qu
and higher resolution.

In this study, a Hi8 video camera with S-Video output w
used to provide the analog video signal input for the vid

capture board.
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Video-Capture Using ATI Video Player

The ATI All-in-Wonder was selected as the video-capture eq
ment in this study. The All-in-Wonder is a two-dimensional/thr
dimensional graphics board with a television tuner and integ
video-capture functions, and can digitize at frame rates of u
30 frames/s. Two connectors on the back bracket plug into
supplied S-Video and composite input and output cables.

The vendor’s capture application, the ATI Video Player,
simple program bundled with the video-capture board that
VCR-like controls to direct the capture and playback of vid
The All-in-Wonder player can capture full-motion images in th
formats: ATI Packed YUV, YUV9 Planar~Indeo Raw!, and
YUV12 Planar ~MPEG Raw!. It is noteworthy that only th
YUV9 format is editable inVisual Basic.

Using the ATI video player, the user can capture a strea
full-motion video frames at a user-specified frame rate and sa
in AVI format on the hard disk. TheAVI file can be played con
tinually by clicking the “Play” button. The video can be viewe
frame by frame by repeatedly clicking the “Seek” button. The
VEVID takes advantage of this functionality to allow users
select target vehicles for tracking.

Vehicle Video-Capture Data Collector

Features of Vehicle Video-Capture Data Collector

TheVEVID is a personal computer software for vehicle trajec
and lane-choice data collection using a video-capture techn
The input file is anAVI file which is captured from the use
video source~such as a standard VCR! through video-captur
equipment~such as the ATI All-in-Wonder Video Card!. Since the
user-selected frame rate can be used to calculate the time in
between frames, a vehicle’s position change over two consec
frames can be related to the distance that the vehicle travel
ing the time interval between these two frames. Based on
principle,VEVID was developed to extract vehicle trajectories
addition, VEVID also provides the number of vehicles ente
the videotaped street segment and their turning movemen
both ends of the segment. TheVEVID has several advantag
over traditional traffic counting methods or equipment, includ
the following:
1. The capability of measuring multiple vehicles’ posit

changes simultaneously over a time interval as sma
1/30 s, i.e., trajectory data;

2. The capability of measuring multiple vehicles’ average
locities and accelerations or decelerations simultaneo
over a time interval as small as 1/30 s;

3. The capability of collecting lane-choice data and
directional lane volumes with great ease;

4. The capability to repeat counting runs to verify observat
or retrieve missing data;

5. Low cost: less equipment and installations, fewer perso
and less labor required in both field and office; and

6. A short learning curve. TheVEVID is simple to learn an
use, and outputs can be saved automatically.

Coordinate Conversion

Currently available computer programming language env
ments such asVisual Basicand Visual C11 provide the Pla

Rectangular Coordinate System for describing position on a com-
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puter screen. A point location is represented bysX,Yd, and the
measuring unit is uniform in all directions. For example, no m
ter where a 10-unit-long line is placed on the screen, the 10
length that it represents does not change. However, this co
nate system can not be used correctly to measure any obje
eotaped at an angle, due to perspective related errors.

If a videotaped street is shown on computer screen w
specified size, different sections along this street with equiv
lengths measured by the Plan Rectangular Coordinate Syst
not represent the equivalent lengths in real-world measure
This phenomenon is often called perspective, and is caused
angle between the line of sight of the camera and the surfa
the pavement. It is perspective that causes a roadway to app
be narrower far away than it is nearby, when in fact, the widt
the roadway is constant. In practice, the distance between a
cle’s position on two consecutive video frames can be mea
directly in rectangular coordinates. Therefore, a conversion t
tual length from rectangular coordinates is required before
ing trajectory data collection. Otherwise, vehicle positions,
locities, and accelerations would contain unacceptable error

Conversion using a mathematical projection formula is c
monly expressed as a function of the camera’s height and li
sight angle to the targeted street. Because these paramet
very difficult to measure in practice, a simpler method was
ployed wherein reference points are used to define the rel
ship between positions and distances in the real world, calle
space, and positions and distances on the computer screen,
screen space. In this method, distances measured in screen
are compared with the actual distances measured in real
The conversion ratio along a section of the street between
immediately adjacent reference points is defined as real
divided by screen space. Table 1 shows the conversion da
tween reference points along Grand Avenue between 22n
Pershing Road, Kansas City, Mo. Reference points were set
20 ft northbound along Grand Avenue, shown by Fig. 2.

In vehicle trajectory data extraction, to keep track of a v
cle’s position, the user must click the same point on the vehic
each frame. It is recommended that the point be the poi
contact between one of the tires and the pavement. ThenVEVID
can automatically calculate the point along the coordinate r
ence line that represents the vehicle’s perspective position,
perspective point~Fig. 2!. The actual distance between the p
spective point and the user-defined original point at an en
street segment is the vehicle’s current real-world coordi
Speeds and other modeling-required parameters can be aut
cally calculated byVEVID, as shown by Fig. 3.

Because the choice of reference points has a significant im
on the accuracy of trajectory data, reference points shou
selected carefully to reduce the perspective related errors
VEVID gives clear guidance to help users input reference
locations.

Vehicle Trajectory Data for Microscopic Simulation
Modeling

Microscopic simulation models focus on mimicking the la
based movement of each individual car, various travel beha
traffic diversion, etc. Lane-changing, lane-choice, car-follow
as well as lane-vehicle-allocation models are major compo
of microscopic traffic simulation system and the evaluation of
strategies including ATIS and ATMS~Ahmed et al. 1996!. How-

ever, lane-changing and lane-choice behaviors have not been
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studied extensively, and most available models are based
ther theoretical analyses or limited spot observations. Th
mainly because of the difficulty of getting good, simple, and c
vehicle trajectory data. Additionally, most previously availa
models refer to lane changing behavior on freeways and d
apply to urban streets. With the development ofVEVID, modeling
lane-changing and lane-choice behaviors on urban streets
been simplified. Trajectory data are expected to examine an
vance car-following modeling, as well as to calibrate predefi
parameters~e.g., spacing and headway between paired veh
dynamic velocity, and acceleration/deceleration of targeted

Table 1. Coordinate Conversion Data~Grand between 22nd and Pers

Number X Y

0 8,535 5,265

1 7,860 4,980

2 7,425 4,785

3 7,050 4,620

4 6,675 4,470

5 6,330 4,320

6 5,955 4,170

7 5,625 4,020

8 5,325 3,885

9 5,130 3,825

10 4,875 3,705

11 4,635 3,585

12 4,545 3,540

13 4,320 3,450

14 4,125 3,345

15 4,035 3,330

16 3,900 3,255

17 3,660 3,150

18 3,330 3,015

19 3,030 2,880

20 2,775 2,775

21 2,550 2,685

22 2,340 2,580

23 2,190 2,535

Note: SS5screen space; RS5real space; and FT5front.

Fig. 2. Coo
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hicles, dynamic lane, or link vehicle density! for simulation mod
eling with ease.

Basic Trajectory Data for Positioning Vehicles
in Motion

Multiple vehicle trajectories provide the basis for modeling i
vidual vehicle travel characteristics and interactions with o
vehicles in traffic. Fig. 4 shows an example of the basic form
vehicle trajectory data fromVEVID. Given the frame rate o
2 frames/s~that reflects 0.5 s between two consecutive fram!,

Kansas City, Mo.!

n space
Real space

~FT!
Conversion ratio

~RS/SS!

0 0 0

.7004845 20 2.73E−02

9.338662 40 4.20E−02

9.027486 60 0.0488168

2.776557 80 4.95E−02

8.968528 100 5.32E−02

2.753111 123 5.69E−02

5.142177 143 5.52E−02

4.066399 163 6.08E−02

6.975115 177 6.86E−02

8.592716 197 7.10E−02

6.457347 217 0.0745356

6.921324 225 7.95E−02

9.166591 245 8.25E−02

9.833677 265 9.03E−02

8.390042 276 0.1205593

2.061460 296 0.1295048

4.023899 331 0.1336063

0.496010 379 0.134625

9.437474 424 0.1367882

5.165336 467 0.1559261

7.409378 508 0.1691891

1.833084 549 0.1746263

7.381921 579 0.1915653

e conversion
hing,

Scree

732

1,20

1,61

2,02

2,39

2,80

3,16

3,49

3,69

3,97

4,24

4,34

4,58

4,80

4,89

5,05

5,31

5,67

5,99

6,27

6,51

6,75

6,90
rdinat
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all selected vehicles’ positions are calculated byVEVID. Then
VEVID automatically calculates the vehicles’ speeds and acce
tions for each time slice. Fig. 5 illustrates trajectory curves
responding with the data in Fig. 4.

From Figs. 4 and 5, it can be seen thatVEVID is not only
capable of collecting trajectories of vehicles in the same lane
also targeting multiple lanes simultaneously. This function is
valuable in the study of lane changing behaviors. Moreo
VEVID outputs calculation results of all traffic feature parame
that are useful to simulation modeling, such as gaps, hea
and relative speeds between each two vehicles of interest, ty
lane changing, duration of lane changing, and etc.

Data for Lane-Changing Modeling

The authors’ initial study~Wei 1999! suggests that a lan
changing model may be composed of a heuristic decision m
a lane-changing condition model, and a lane-changing man
model. In the study of lane-changing models, the lane chang
defined as the target vehicle. The car in front of the target ve
in the same lane is defined as the head vehicle. The car
target lane that the target vehicle intends to follow after chan
lane is defined as the lead vehicle, and the car that is curr
following the lead vehicle in the target lane is defined as the
vehicle. A vehicle’s lane-changing maneuver is related to inte
tions between the target vehicle and the head vehicle, betwe
target vehicle and the lead vehicle, between the target vehicl
the lag vehicle, and between the lead vehicle and the lag ve
Values of parameters for a lane-changing study can be dir
exported byVEVID. Fig. 5 shows an example of trajectory cur
of the head vehicle, the target vehicle, the lead vehicle, an
lag vehicle. Fig. 6 illustrates gaps between the target and the
vehicles, between the target and the lead vehicles, betwee
target and the lag vehicles, and between the lead and th
vehicles, which is critical to the study of lane-changing condi
models. Based on the output data in Fig. 4, all parameters c
calculated. For example, at the moment when the target ve
makes a lane change~Fig. 5!:
• The gap between the target and the head vehicle=14

Fig. 3. Illustration o
s48.1 ftd;
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• The gap between the target and the lead vehicle=40
s133.8 ftd;

• The gap between the target and the lag vehicle=22
s74.3 ftd;

• The gap between the lead and lag vehicle=63.5 ms208.1 ftd;
• The velocity of the target vehiclesthe lane changed

=10.5 m/ss34.4 ft/sd;
• The velocity of the head vehicle=5.4 m/ss17.6 ft/sd;
• The velocity of the lead vehicle=12.0 m/ss39.5 ft/sd;
• The velocity of the lag vehicle=16.1 m/ss52.8 ft/sd;
• The accelerations of the target vehiclesthe lane changed

=3.4 m/s2 s11.1 ft/s2d;
• The acceleration of the head vehicle=−2.1 m/s2 s−6.9 ft/s2d;
• The acceleration of the lead vehicle=−2.0 m/s2 s−6.7 ft/s2d;
• The acceleration of the lag vehicle=2.6 m/s2 s8.4 ft/s2d; and
• The duration of lane changing=2.5 s.
In this way, we can determine parameter values for all obse
vehicles, and then perform statistical analysis for modeling
changing behavior. For instance, trajectory data helped th
thors quantitatively define parameters, speed advantage
speed disadvantage, to identify one scenario of a driver’s mo
tions during a discretionary lane-changing process~Wei et al.
2000!. In the study of the speed absorption phenomenon u
observed vehicle trajectory data, speed advantage is redefine
perceptual variable for a driver to compare speed perform
with the adjacent lane~s! ~Tao et al. 2004!. Speed advantage~SA!
is described in the following mathematical equation.

SA =
VLD − VFT

VLD
s1d

where SA=speed advantage compared to an adjacent lan
VLD øVFT; VLD =lead vehicle’s speed in an adjacent lane~ft/s or
mph!; andVFT=front vehicle’s speed~ft/s or mph!.

Using the SA variable, the probability of motivating a la
change incurred from a speed disturbance by the head v
could be estimated by the following equations, which were
rived from statistical analysis of vehicle trajectory data obta
in Kansas City, Missouri~Wei 1999!:

ctory data extraction
f traje
For two-way streets
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Psx = SAd = s0.0149 + 0.2097x + 1.1081x2

+ 1.2074x3 − 1.6351x4d 3 100% s2d

For one-way street

Psx = SAd = s0.145 + 0.1592x + 0.637x2

+ 0.3837x3 + 0.3197x4d 3 100% s3d

where PAsx=SAd=probability of generating a motivation
change to the speed-advantaged lane whenx=SA. The correlatio
coefficientR2 value for Eqs.~2! and ~3! is 0.9757 and 0.981
respectively. For example, if the front vehicle speed reduc
13.4 m/s s30 mphd while the adjacent lane’s speed remains
22.3 m/ss50 mphd, 31.1% of followers would possibly change
the adjacent lane in a two-way street. Similarly, 32.7% of foll
ers do so in a one-way street.

Another typical application of vehicle trajectory data in sim
lation modeling is the calibration and validation of gap acc
tance models that are used to model the execution of

Fig. 4. Example of basic form of trajecto
changes. Both the gap between the lead~in the adjacent lane! and

JOURNA
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the prospective lane changer~termed as “lead gap”! and the ga
between the prospective lane changer and the lag vehicle tha
the adjacent lane~termed as “lag gap”! are major factors affectin
the driver’s lane-changing decisions. More significantly, thes
ceptable gaps are coherent with the speed of the prospectiv
changer and the lag vehicle. Fig. 7 visualizes the distributio
observed lead gaps versus lane changer’s speeds and la
versus the lag vehicle’s speeds. It presents the concerned g
speed values at the moment as the maneuver of a lane cha
started. Comparisons between the observed gap values a
recommended minimum safe gaps~minimum safety braking dis
tances plus reacting distances at varied speeds! recommended i
Kansas driving handbookare also presented in Fig. 7. It is ob
ously seen from Fig. 7 that a portion of the sampling drivers
perform discretionary lane changes, actually accepts smalle
than the handbook-recommended values. Those drivers acc
no less than the handbook-recommended values are view
conservative drivers, otherwise as regular drivers. The critica

tput from vehicle video-capture data collector
ry ou
ceptable gaps are modeled using a curve representing the lower
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boundary of the observed data, as shown by the lowest cur

Fig. 5. Trajectory curve
Fig. 7. Acceptable gap conditions to execute a discretionary lane
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the follower. Both models suggested that a multiregime car-
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change can be described by the following equation after b

lane changing illustration
converted with SI unit~Vsub is subjective vehicle’s speed, m/s!
lead/lag gapsmd . Hù0.3336s2.2237Vsubd1.6398 sconservative driversd
ù7.979e0.1244Vsub and , 0.3336s2.2237Vsubd1.6398 sregular driversd J s4d
be-
el is
ehicle

lar
car-

and

car-

nge
A lane changer may accelerate or decelerate when mani
ing a lane-changing maneuver so as to keep a safe headway
lead vehicle or to the lag. Acceleration varies with the individ
speeds of the lane changer and the lead vehicle, as well a
differences between them. Observed maximum accelerati
deceleration values for each 4.5 m/ss10 mphd increment for de
termining thresholds of acceleration as simulating a l
changing maneuver were proposed in Tao et al.’s study of
following and lane-changing behaviors~Tao et al. 2004!, which
are difficult to obtain without vehicular trajectory data.

Data for Car-Following Study

Car-following models basically address speed–spacing rela
ships as one vehicle follows another on a straight roadway w
there is no passing. Many of the car-following models propo
in the literature are single regime and do not account for va
scenarios of vehicle interactions~Zhang et al. 1998!. Todosiev
developed Psycho-Physical Spacing models by employing
ceptual psychology principles~Todosiev 1963!. The importan
conclusions of these models are that at a large spacing, th
lower is not influenced by the magnitude of the speed cha
and that at a small spacing, there are combinations of re
speed and distance headway for which there is no response
e
following model accounts for the realistic nature of vehicle
haviors. In particular, the selection of the regime and the mod
based on the speed, position, and acceleration of the target v
and the head vehicle.

It’s commonly well known that the availability of vehicu
trajectory data could lead advancement in the study of
following behavior and modeling, especially on calibration
validation of the existing models~Tao 2003!. The VEVID is a
useful tool for collecting data needed for the study of

Fig. 6. Gap curves between studied vehicles during lane cha
s and
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following models on urban streets. For example, Tao et al.
vehicular trajectory data extracted fromVEVID in the study o
driver behaviors in a paired car-following mode in response
speed disturbance from the head vehicle~Tao et al. 2004!. As a
result, they developed a concept of the State-Control Ac
Expected State chains, which advances the understandin
modeling of speed disturbance phenomenon. Moreover, obs
vehicle trajectory data were used to successfully identify the
ceptual informative variables for lane-changing decisions an
gain applicable minimum safety spacing data in car-following
lane-changing executions.

Data for Lane-Choice Model

A lane-choice model is used to assign a vehicle to a parti
lane when it is entering a street segment from an entry inte
tion. The term “lane choice” refers to a driver’s initial lane cho
when he enters an urban street segment from right- or left
entries. Lane choice is an important factor in accurately mod
traffic on urban streets, but it has been largely ignored in prev
studies of simulation modeling parameters. Regarding
choice, driving regulations stipulate that a driver should ch
the closest lane, i.e., the rightmost lane, when he makes a
turn entry and the leftmost lane when he makes a left-turn e
In the real world, however, a driver may choose a nonclosest
because it is his target lane for an intended turning moveme
the next intersection. According to the authors’ study~Wei 1999!,
this is a frequently occurring phenomenon and has a signifi
impact on lane assignment.

With the use ofVEVID, the data for calculating probabilities
various types of lane choice can be easily collected. TheVEVID
can automatically calculate values of all required parameters
8 shows an example of output fromVEVID, including the numbe
of vehicles from both right- and left-turn entries, the numbe
lane choices, the number of vehicles with various travel direc
at exit, and probabilities of all types of lane choices~see Fig. 9!.
As a result of analysis of observations and lane choice data
probabilities associated with lane choice are defined in term
the following concepts, as illustrated in Fig. 9~Wei et al. 2002!.
1. Target lane: the “best” lane chosen by a driver who inten

make a turn at the next downstream intersection whe

Fig. 7. Acceptable gap conditions in
enters the road segment from either the left-turn or the right-

JOURNA
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turn entry. In the target lane, the vehicle can perform a
maneuver at the exit~next intersection! without changing
lanes.

2. Nontarget lane: the lane chosen by a driver who inten
make a turn at a downstream intersection when it enter
road segment from either the left-turn or the right-turn en
In this lane, the driver has to make a mandatory lane ch
before he performs a turn maneuver at the exit~the nex
intersection!.

3. Regular-choice lane: the lane, usually the closest one, c
regularly by a driver who intends to go straight at the
~next intersection! if he drives into the road segment fro
either the left-turn entry or the right-turn entry. The so-ca
“regular choice” means that the driver strictly follows
driving regulations.

4. Preemptive-choice lane: the lane, usually the farther
chosen by a driver who intends to go straight at the exit~next
intersection! if he makes a left-turn or right-turn entry.
other words, it is a lane in which a vehicle will make m
mum number of lane changes during the remaining jou

Conclusions

Multiple vehicle trajectories provide the basis for the microsc
modeling of traffic on an urban street network. In the past, h
ever, the difficulty of collecting vehicle trajectory data has b
an obstacle to deriving verifiable models from empirical d
This paper presents a methodology for extracting multiple ve
trajectory data using a video-capture technique. There are
important properties of video-capture techniques that were
ticularly important to the development ofVEVID: the capability
of capturing full-motion video at a user-specified frame rate,
the ability to export captured video to a format that can be
nipulated within a programming environment such asVisual
Basicor C11. With the use of a video-capture board andVEVID,
it becomes feasible to easily and inexpensively collect mu
vehicle trajectory data simultaneously in multiple lanes.

Introducing video capture to traffic data collection, espec
multiple vehicle trajectory data for microscopic simulation m

nt lane for lane-changing decision making
adjace
eling, is a significant advancement. The methodology proposed in
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this paper provides an effective and economic approach to s
ing microscopic traffic characteristics. With the help ofVEVID,
better quality data can be collected more efficiently. This
vancement will result in better models of traffic in the ur
environment. Moreover, vehicular trajectory data also have
value in calibration and validation of existing traffic models.

In addition to simulation modeling, vehicular trajectory d
could be applied to other traffic analyses such as analysis of
zone merging behavior~Tao 2002!. In Minderhoud’s study o
improved time-to-collision measures for road traffic safety as
ment, vehicle trajectories collected over a specific time hor

Fig. 8. Example of lane choice observ

Fig. 9. Conc
504 / JOURNAL OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING © ASCE / JULY 20
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for a certain roadway segment are critical inputs to calculat
overall safety indicator value~Minderhoud and Bovy 2001!. Tra-
jectory data that present the tracks of vehicles traveling withi
merging area of the studied work zone could provide quantit
description of merging maneuvers in terms of gap selec
merging location selecting, speed changes, duration of me
and so forth. As a result, impact of merging behaviors on
stream traffic could be analyzed. Trajectory data could als
used for before-and-after study of work zone traffic control s
egies.

The limitation of the video-capture-based approach lies in

ta from vehicle video-capture data collector

of lane choice
ed da
epts
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extracting trajectory data of the vehicles located over 460 m
1,500 ft away from the observation site, if a regular~family-use!
camcorder is used. The far is the vehicle from the observ
location, the longer distance does a pixel present in the ima
an AVI frame. Thus, capability to produce high resolution of
AVI frame is one of major factors in selecting camcorder
accuracy testing is needed using sample data. In choosing pl
install the camera, the site at which a very oblique camera an
needed should be avoided if at all possible. Additionally,
model for coordination conversion at curved lanes is a new
in future research.
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